The Theater in the Fiction of MARCEL PROUST

John Gaywood Linn
That Marcel Proust and the theater of his time were not strangers to one another is evident to even the most casual reader of *A la recherche du temps perdu*. From Mr. Linn’s thoroughgoing investigation, however, it is clear that the significance of this remarkable abundance of theatrical and dramatic references, both in Proust’s great novel and his other fiction, is far greater than has heretofore been suspected. For Mr. Linn uncovers a very definite pattern and a rigid control in Proust’s deployment of theatrical metaphor and allusion, in his use of quotations from the drama, and in the parallels he draws between the actions of plays, events in real life, and the lives of his characters.

Ultimately, Mr. Linn demonstrates, through Proust’s constant use of theatrical reference as a means of delineating character and personality, building and destroying illusion, and depicting the setting for a bit of action, that life and art in his writings become so closely interwoven, so intimately interrelated, that one is scarcely discernible from the other as they subtly merge and then separate again. Art, for Proust, remains the constant standard against which life is to be measured; and
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